
 

 

Dear Year 6, 

We have been very pleased with the work that we have seen on Class 

Dojo during lockdown; some of you have been working incredibly hard 

at home!  It seems a long time since we saw you all (almost 3 months in 

fact) and finally it is time for some of you to return to school; we cannot 

wait to see you! 

When you do come back, there are some things that will look a bit 

different to what you are used to but it is nothing for you to worry 

about; we will still be using all three Year 6 classrooms, with the 

addition of Mrs Whitelaw’s classroom too.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All of the adults in school have been working really hard to make sure 

that everything is as clean and safe as it can possibly be.  As you can 

see, there have been quite a few changes.  You will have your own 

desk, which is placed at least two metres away from another desk and 



you will have a pack of your own equipment including a pencil, a rubber, 

scissors, glue, pencil crayons etc… 

Normally, we would encourage you to share; however, for now, you are 

the only person who will be allowed to use your equipment.  This might 

seem a bit strange at first but you will get used to it and it is what we all 

need to do to keep our ‘bubble’ safe. 

Your ‘bubble’ (group) will have far less children in it than would be in 

your class; in fact, there are currently only six or seven children in each 

one.  You should know all of the staff (the Year 6 team, along with Mrs 

Whitelaw, Mrs McNab, Mrs Thomas and Ms Compston) and the children 

in your bubbles, but they are a mixture of both classes. 

Break times and lunchtimes will be a little different too as you will not be 

able to play outside with children from other bubbles and you will be 

eating inside your new classrooms.  

Your bubble will be your ‘team’ for the next five weeks and it is really 

important that you all get along, that you treat each other in the way 

you would like to be treated and that you support one another as we 

learn together in our new surroundings.   

Please remember to bring your named coat on a cold or wet day and 

apply sun lotion before coming to school if it is warm.  Please, please, 

please, do not bring anything else with you, other than a packed lunch if 

you usually have one! 

We are very excited to see you on Thursday 18th June.  Enjoy your 

weekend. 

Lots of love, 

The Year 6 Team  

 

 

PS. There will be a dojo awarded on Thursday for every language 

feature that you can spot in our letter!  

#alwayslearning #bubblewhammy #unbeliebubble #bubbletrouble 

#unstopabubble 


